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Temperature and pressure study of Brillouin transverse modes
in the organic glass-forming liquid orthoterphenyl
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Transverse Brillouin spectra of orthoterphenyl are measured in the~250–305 K; 0.1–100 MPa! temperature-
pressure range, which corresponds to the supercooled phase of this organic glass former. We show that the
analysis of these spectra combined with an extrapolation of the reorientation times under pressure leads to an
estimate of the static shear viscosity in a pressure range whose validity extends beyond the range of the
Brillouin measurements. The relative contributions of temperature and of density to the change of this reori-
entation time measured along an isobar are extracted from our results in a large temperature range extending
from the liquid to the low temperature supercooled state. They appear to be always of the same order of
magnitude. It is also shown that in the range of the experiment, the orientational time is depending on a unique
parameter built on temperature and density.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A well-known characteristic of the liquid to glass trans
tion at ambient pressure is the tremendous increase in s
viscosity as temperature decreases. At the same time, s
of the motions inside the fluid slow down in the same p
portion. This phenomenon is linked to the structural rela
ation, the increase in shear viscosity being actually a sig
ture of it. Similar increases in viscosity and structu
relaxation time are observed when pressure is increase
constant temperature. Actually the relevant thermodynam
parameters are temperature and density, the latter increa
when pressure increases and increasing also when tem
ture decreases. As both parameters can drive the liquid-g
transition, only experiments in which temperature and pr
sure are changed can allow to disentangle both effects an
determine their relative importance, which is of great the
retical interest@1#. While the description of the structura
relaxation at variable temperature and constant ambient p
sure is now well documented@2#, the amount of data ob
tained at variable temperature and pressure is still ra
sparse, because of experimental difficulties, so that only
studies are available.

Among the numerous glass formers, those belonging
the ‘‘fragile’’ type @3#, i.e., the thermal variation of their vis
cosity is strongly non-Arrhenius, are of special interest.
far, this behavior is still not well understood and some of
theories of the liquid-glass transition are expected to be
ticularly effective in its description@2#.

Orthoterphenyl~OTP! belongs to this family and is one o
the most studied glass-forming liquids@4#. At ambient pres-
sure, several dielectric, neutron, and light scattering stu
have been published@4–8#. OTP under pressure is also qui
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well documented: shifts of the liquid-glass transition te
perature with pressure@9#, determination of the equation o
state@10#, dielectric measurements@11#, dynamic light scat-
tering@12#, neutron diffusion@13#, specific heat spectroscop
@14#, and viscosity@15# measurements have been done.

Transverse diffusive modes always exist in liquids@16#.
In glass-forming liquids formed of anisotropic molecules
striking feature is the observation of propagative transve
waves in the fluid phase provided the frequency of the pr
is high enough@17#. The progressive transformation of the
transverse modes from a diffusive to a propagative beha
upon cooling has been the object of numerous experime
and theoretical studies@18–20#. Very recently, a complete
theory of the phenomenon was given@21,22# in terms of a
set of coupled equations of motions for the mass density
the mean local orientation of the molecules, which take i
account a rotation-translation coupling. These equations
be rigorously derived@22# taking into account retarded ef
fects to which correspond specific memory functions. An
teresting aspect of this theory is that it allows one to der
from light scattering experiments, performed at temperatu
at which propagative modes are detected, the value of
static shear viscosity that should be measured at the s
temperature by classical viscosimetry, and this prediction
been verified already in a few instances@21,23#.

In this paper, we analyze the transverse propaga
modes in OTP measured under variable temperature
pressure. We discuss in detail different options of the ana
sis and their impact on the results and more particularly
the relaxation times and viscosity. Although this discuss
may appear somewhat intricate, it leads to a simple assu
tion on relaxation times measured at ambient pressure w
is then validated when extended to high pressure. Tak
advantage of the wealth of data already existing for this m
lecular glass former and of the results of the analysis,
show that the orientational relaxation time is a function o
unique parameter built as a simple power law of tempera
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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and density and we determine the relative importance of
parameters’ density and temperature in the thermal varia
of the structural relaxation time in a large range of tempe
tures.

In the following section, we summarize the main theor
ical results concerning the detection of the transverse mo
in a light scattering experiment. In Sec. III, we describe
experimental setup and the results obtained by us. In
following one, results of the analysis of the ambient press
experiments are discussed. In Sec. V, we propose an ex
sion for the rotational relaxation time, valid in th
temperature-pressure domain, and we show that this exp
sion is consistent with the high-pressure light scattering
viscosity measurements. Finally, we discuss the relative
portance of temperature versus density effects in the gl
forming liquid OTP.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Transverse modes in supercooled liquids
of anisotropic molecules

In liquids formed of anisotropic molecules, the depol
ized light scattering~DLS! spectrum contains a central pea
corresponding to the reorientational dynamics of these m
ecules, which is detected through the corresponding cha
in the anisotropic polarizability tensor@24#. Due to the very
small wavelength of the scattering wave vectorq, this dy-
namics can be considered in itsq50 limit. As is well known
since the beginning of the 1970s@17,18#, transverses mode
characterized by their wave vector can also be detected
this mechanism. The complete theory@21# involves a set of
coupled hydrodynamic equations that considers both the
tions of the centres of mass of the molecules and their m
local orientation. These equations contain a rotati
translation coupling between those two variables, which
characterized by its strengthL and a memory function de
scribing the retarded aspect of this coupling. This theory g
eralizes earlier works, in particular those of Quentrec@19#
and Wang@20#.

In the frequency range of interest, for the depolariz
light scattering experiments we shall analyze, the inten
can be written@21# as

I aniso~v!}
1

v
ImFR~v!1cos2 u/2

Lq2rm
21R2~v!

v22vrm
21q2hT~v!G ,

~1!

whererm is the mass density,u is the scattering angle, andq
the wave vector;hT(v) is the ‘‘total shear’’ viscosity given
by

vhT~v!5vhS~v!2LR2~v!/@12R~v!#, ~2!

where hS(v) is the frequency-dependent shear viscos
without translation-rotation coupling~i.e., bare viscosities re
lated only to the motion of the centres of mass!. The first
term of Eq. ~1!, proportional toR(v), represents the low
frequency part of the rotational dynamics while the seco
describes the intensity due to the transverse mode. This
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ond term is proportional toL, the rotation-translation cou
pling strength. The numerical study of that term shows t
its spectral shape is mostly determined by the frequency
pendence ofhT(v), the numerator representing only th
coupling of the mode to the light scattering mechanism. T
appearance ofR2(v) in the denominator is the result of a
approximation in which one admits that the memory functi
characterizing the rotation-translation mechanism is v
similar, at low frequency, to that describing the rotation
dynamics. Due to the cos2(u/2) term in Eq.~1!, the transver-
sal modes cannot be detected in backscattering geometr

The transverse viscosityhT(v) given in Eq. ~2! is the
sum of the shear viscosityhS(v), due to the centres of mas
motion, and of a second term due to the coupling of
centres of mass motion to the orientational dynamics. T
second term depends on the coefficientL and on an expres
sion inR(v) representing the contribution of the orientatio
coupling tohT(v). Its influence will be minimal as long a
L is a small quantity.
Let us notice the following.

~i! The denominator of the second term of Eq.~1! charac-
terizes the dynamics of the transverse modes at frequencv.
With our definition of the Fourier-Laplace transform@25#,

lim
v→0

hT~v!5 ihS , ~3!

wherehS is the static shear viscosity at the same tempe
ture. AsR(v) is the susceptibility associated with the rot
tional dynamics~see Ref.@1#!,

lim
v→0

F 1

v
R2~v!G50. ~4!

This yields, at every temperature, the exact relationship

hS5~2 i ! lim
v→0

hS~v!. ~5!

~ii ! Conversely, for large enough wave vectors, the tra
verse modes are always propagative and weakly dampe
this hydrodynamics approach@21,22#. The corresponding
transverse velocity is given by

vT5F12L
R2~v!

hS~v!@12R~v!#G
v→`

1/2 FhS~v!

rm
G

v→`

1/2

5r FhS~v!

rm
G

v→`

1/2

, ~6!

r is called the reduction factor, and the closer it is to unity t
smallerL is: a simple reading of the peak of the depolariz
spectrum gives a good estimate ofhS(v)v→` as long asL is
a small quantity~see the Appendix for a discussion of th
limits!.
4-2
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B. Frequency dependence of the memory functions

The use of Eq.~1! to analyze depolarized spectra impli
the knowledge of the functional form ofhS(v) and ofR(v).
R(v)/v is the Laplace transform of the long time part of t
orientational dynamics whilehS(v) is a similar Laplace
transform for the memory function coupling the instan
neous stress tensor to the strain rate tensor of the liq
Assuming for these functions a Debye relaxation mec
nism, s(t)5s0 exp@2(t/t)#, leads to the well-known Max-
well formulation of viscoelasticity. Actually, in most supe
cooled liquids, it appears that this formulation oversimplifi
the representation of the relaxation process. More real
representations have to be used for its description. The
plest extension of the Debye relaxation function is t
stretched exponential~or Kohlrausch! function s(t)
5s0 exp@2(t/tK)bK#, its associated frequency-depende
Fourier Transform@2# s~v! being often conveniently ap
proximated by the Cole-Davidson function:

s~v!5
2 is0

vbCD
F12S 1

11 ivtCD
D bCDG , ~7!

the parametersbCD andtCD being related to the paramete
of the stretched exponentialbK andtK by expressions given
in Ref. @26#. Nevertheless, studies performed in the last
cade have shown that Eq.~7! is insufficient to describe the
higher-frequency results. We have thus to discuss how
~7! has to be used and what has to be added in the h
frequency domain to describe the features there.

In the case of the rotational dynamics, the low-frequen
part of R(v)'vs(v) has to be written as

R~v!5R0H 12S 1

~11 ivtR! D
bCDJ , ~8!

with 0,R0,1, R0 being the weight of thea relaxation pro-
cess in the total orientation dynamics. Equation~8! thus
leads to an experimental determination of the correspond
bCD and tR(T). This equation does not describe the hig
frequency part ofR(v), which exhibits@27# a minimum in
the susceptibility at frequencies higher than thea relaxation
process, and then an increase up to the THz region. T
two last features have been interpreted within the mode c
pling theory~MCT! @2# as the signature of a so-calledb-fast
process, and, in particular, the increase ofR(v) has been
named the critical decay process. Even if the MCT is ap
cable, in the best molecular liquid cases, to a tempera
domain smaller than the one we shall explore here, we s
keep, for simplicity, this nomenclature in the present pap
In the frequency domain of existence of this critical dec
R(v) is expected to behave asva with 0,a,1, so that it
will be necessary to replace Eq.~8! by

R~v!5R0F H 12S 1

~11 ivtR! D
bCDJ 1 igvaG , ~9!

following an approximation close to that given in Ref.@28#.
In principle, other fast relaxation processes correspondin
the coupling of this dynamics to fast decaying variab
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could also be introduced. In the range of frequency of int
est, this coupling is usually written asivgR and should be
added in Eq.~9!.

ThoughhS(v) is a memory function and not a correlatio
function, the same functional form is expected to hold, wh
yields

vhS~v!5G`
a H 12S 1

~11 ivts!
D bCDJ 1 igsv

a1 ivgs

~10!

with same values fora andb as in Eq.~9!.
Contrary toR0, G`

a is not a number but an elastic she
modulus@see Eq.~6!#, which simply needs to be positive. I
the Appendix, we show that the functional form, Eq.~10!,
containinggs andgs , is only valid in the frequency domain
of interest for the light scattering spectra, but is appropri
for computing the two limits mentioned in Eqs.~5! and ~6!.
The proper use of these limits yields

hS5G`
atbCD ~11!

and

r 5@12LR0
2G`

21~12R0!21#1/2. ~12!

III. EXPERIMENT

The light scattering spectra at all temperatures and p
sures were taken using a 6-pass Tandem Fabry-Perot I
ferometer~JRS! and an optical system described in det
elsewhere@29#. The incident beam from an argon-ion las
operating in a single mode atl5514.5 nm at a power of
about 400 mW and the scattered beam was polarized v
cally (V) and horizontally (H) to the scattering plane, re
spectively, using the Glan and Glan-Thompson polarizers
narrow band interference filter was used in order to supp
the contributions of higher orders to the DLS spectrum@30#.

The high-pressure light scattering cell was described
detail elsewhere@31#. The pressurizing medium was nitro
gen. The temperature range of the cell is from230 to 150 °C
and the pressure range is 1–2000 bar. The aperture o
windows of the pressure cell is 2.4°.

The commercially obtained OTP~Merck-Schuchardt,Tg
5244 K, Tm5329 K) was carefully distilled and filtered
~0.22-mm Millipore! directly into dust-free cylindrical deac
tivated Pyrex cells~inside diameter 10 mm! to avoid crystal-
lization as much as possible. Nevertheless, crystallization
curred often during the experiments at high pressure an
the major difficulty in carrying out the measurements.

In order to detect the transverse Brillouin spectra, a 9
VH scattering geometry was used in our ambient and v
able pressure experiments. Furthermore, at ambient pres
backscatteringVH geometry spectra were also measure
Ambient pressure experiments were performed in a purp
built oven with an aperture of 5°. High-pressure experime
were done for 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 MPa in 90°VH ge-
ometry. Figure 1 shows the thermal variation of the tra
verse Brillouin lines at ambient pressure and variable te
perature. The full lines are fits to the data as described la
4-3
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The Brillouin linewidth decreases and the Brillouin fr
quency increases with decreasing temperature. As show
the inset of Fig. 1, the transverse Brillouin frequencies are
very good agreement with results already published@5#. In
Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3, respectively, the pressure variation of
transverse Brillouin lines at constant temperature~300 K!
and the temperature variation of the transverse Brillo
lines at constant pressure~100 MPa! are shown. As in Fig. 1,
lines are fits to the data. To show the relation between
contribution from the rotational and the transversal mod
we matched two spectra taken at 300 K in backscattering
in 90° scattering geometry and show them in Fig. 4. Lin
are again fits to the data and are explained in the follow
section.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE AMBIENT
PRESSURE EXPERIMENTS

The theoretical frame summarized in Sec. II allows us
analyze the transverse modes at ambient pressure, th

FIG. 1. Transverse mode: Experiments and fit to the data
lowing Eqs.~1!, ~10!, and~11!; ambient pressure, variable temper
ture: ~j! 260, ~d! 270, ~m! 280, ~.! 290, ~l! 300, ~b! 305 K.
Inset: transverse Brillouin frequencies at 90° scattering geom
this work, ~d!; Ref. @5#, ~s!; Ref. @6~b!#, ~^!.

FIG. 2. Transverse mode, Experimental and fit; variable pr
sure, constant temperature~300 K!: ~j! ambient,~d! 20, ~m! 40,
~.! 60, ~l! 80, ~b! 100 MPa.
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determine in principle at each temperature, the shear re
ation times and shear elastic modulus and compare them
the static shear viscosity values. We shall see that the re
lead finally to a suggestion for analyzing the spectra recor
at high pressure where we have much less spec
information.

A. Analysis of the transverse modes

The information contained in the backscattering and in
90° depolarized spectra in the limited range accessed in
experiments is insufficient to determine all the paramet
entering into Eqs.~1!, ~10!, and ~11!. To circumvent this
difficulty, in a first analysis, we use the rotational relaxati
time tR and the stretching parameter@32# bCD obtained from
previously published experiments@6#. We thus simply adjust
at each temperature the two parametersa and g to fit the

l-

y,

-

FIG. 3. Transverse mode, Experimental and fit; constant p
sure~100 MPa!; variable temperature:~j! 340, ~d! 330, ~m! 320,
~.! 310, ~l! 300 K.

FIG. 4. Transverse mode analysis at 300 K and ambient p
sure:~j! 90° depolarized spectra,~——! fit to the 90° depolarized
spectra,~ ! Cole-Davidson~CD! contribution, ~ • • • !
background contribution,~• • • •! sum of the CD and backgroun
contributions,~h! depolarized backscattering intensity, ( ) fit to
the depolarized backscattering intensity by Eq.~10!.
4-4
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experimental data. The experimental backscattering inten
R(v)/v measured at 300 K and fits to this profile by E
~10! are shown in Fig. 4. The fit is good in the whole fr
quency domain over which we have measured the depo
ized backscattering spectrum.

To fit the latter, we have first made the hypothesis, alre
made explicit in Eqs.~10! and~11!, that the stretching coef
ficients bCD are the same forR(v) and vhS(v). Also, we
setgs to zero and estimatedgs , assuming it to be tempera
ture independent. Its value was deduced from the value
the intrinsic Brillouin linewidth below the glass transitio
temperature and was found to be 0.1 GHz@33#. Thus the
fitting equation involves four free parameters:R0 , G` , ts ,
andL. The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 1 together wi
the experimental data at 90°: the agreement is satisfacto
all temperatures in the frequency range considered. Ne
theless, considering the rather narrow frequency domain
the fit, a question that has to be considered is the validity
the parameters determined in this way.

Shear relaxation times and infinite frequency sh
moduli ~see the Appendix! are obtained from the fit, which
yields the values of the shear viscosity following Eq.~12!.
These quantities are shown, respectively, in Figs. 5–7.
ure 5 compares over a large thermal range the rotational@6#,
tR , and shear relaxation,ts , times. This figure shows tha
ts,tR whatever the temperature. Both times almost scale
a factor of the order of 30. Although orientational and sh
relaxation times have already been found to be differen
other glass-forming liquids, this difference was much sma
than that in the present case: a scaling factortR /ts52.43
was found in ZnCl2 @23# and, in m-toluidine @21# at high
temperatures, the ratio wastR /ts54.

The infinite frequency shear modulus is shown in Fig.
As it has been found previously inm-toluidine, its value
decreases with increasing temperature, in the present ca
more than 50%, for a relative variation of the temperature
;20%. Comparing it to the apparent shear modulus obtai
directly from the frequency of the transverse Brillouin lin

FIG. 5. Relaxation times: rotational timetR and shear timets

obtained at ambient pressure from Sec. IV:tR from Ref.@6#, ~j!; ts

whereR(v) is the backscattering spectrum andg50.1 GHz~d!; ts

whereR(v) is a Cole-Davidson function andg50.1 GHz~h!.
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one finds that it is only at high temperatures that it diffe
slightly from the elastic modulus computed directly from t
frequency vB of the Brillouin transverse modes (GB

5rmvB
2/q2).

Comparison between computed and experimental va
of the static shear viscosity is shown in Fig. 7. In the tw
previous cases already mentioned, both values coincid
least in a limited temperature range. This is not the case h
Though the thermal variations of the calculated and m
sured static viscosities follow rather similar non-Arrheni
thermal variations, the computed values are smaller than
directly measured ones by more than one order of ma
tude, even at the highest temperature, implying that there
additional contributions to the linewidths. Since the hig
frequency parts of the relaxation function have not been
taken into account, this could be the reason for t
discrepancy.

FIG. 6. Shear modulusG`
a at ambient pressure: without con

straint onts , using the best fit forR(v) ~Sec. IV A! ~m!; without
constraint onts , R(v) being represented by a Cole-Davidson fun
tion ~Sec. IV B! ~.!; including fast relaxation process fortR /ts

510 ~h!; GB ~s!.

FIG. 7. Static shear viscosity:~d! hS at ambient pressure@40–
43#; fit without critical decay contribution inhS(v), ~m!, ~.! as in
Fig. 6; fit with a critical decay contribution,~h! tR /ts510, ~s!
tR /ts55, ~n! tR /ts51 ~cf. Sec. IV C!.
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Turning now to the value of the reduction coefficientr
given by Eq.~12!, we find that it varies from 0.97 to 0.995
i.e., r is very close to 1. In other studies, the value wasr
50.95 for ZnCl2 @23# and r varying from 0.8 to 0.93 for
m-toluidine @21,34#. Such ar value very close to 1 show
that the coupling between shear and rotation motions is v
small in OTP, a fact which can be attributed to the alm
globular shape of this molecule. This is in line with rece
transient grating results, which show@35# that no appreciable
orientation-translation coupling is present in OTP, contr
to what is observed in salol@36# andm-toluidine @37#. As a
consequence, the weakness of the coupling does not allo
determine the parameters characterizing the coupling wi
good accuracy. Therefore, the robustness of the values o
parameters with the options of the fit must be considered

B. Discussion of the reorientation contributionR„v…

The reorientation contributionR(v)5vI (v) introduced
in the fit described in Sec. IV A was obtained from depol
ized backscattering measurements at ambient pressure. B
scattering experiments are not possible under pressure in
experiment because of the small aperture of the hi
pressure cell. It is thus important to find out if we can defi
a functionR(v) depending on parameters that we can obt
through an easier route and which can be used in the ana
of the transverse modes.

We have tested this possibility by performing a second
in which R(v) is simply approximated by a Cole-Davidso
function (g50). The total spectrumI T(v) is given by Eq.
~1! plus a background added in order to take care of
high-frequency tail ofR(v). This amplitude is a free param
eter and the parameter of the Cole-Davidson function
taken as previously. This procedure gives reasonable fit
the backscattering depolarized spectrum at every tempera
as shown in Fig. 4 forT5300 K, where we have also re
ported the fit for the phonon part of the 90° depolariz
spectrum. The fit to the experimental data cannot be dis
guished from those performed in Sec. IV A. Furthermore,
seen in Figs. 5–7, they yield relaxation times, infinite sh
moduli, and thus viscosities quite similar to those of the fi
fit: the values of the shear modulus are not sensitive to
choice ofR(v).

C. High-frequency part of the frequency-dependent viscosity

In the two preceding fits, which used the same form
hS(v), the experimental static shear viscosity was never
trieved. This can be traced back to our inability to separ
in the line shape of the transverse phonon spectra, the
tribution of the shear relaxation timets from the other con-
tributions @terms ings and gs in Eq. ~10!#. To explore the
possible role of the critical decay defined by Go¨tze and
Sjögren @2# on this line shape, and on the value ofts , we
have ignored, for this study, the role of the fast relaxat
process (gs50). Furthermore, in order to keep the numb
of fit parameters as small as possible, we have fixed the v
of the parametera in Eq. ~10! to a50.33, a value taken from
a previous study of depolarized light scattering@6# in super-
cooled OTP. We introduce also a constraint betweents and
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tR . Taking the shear relaxation timets equal to the rota-
tional timetR does not change appreciably the shear mo
lus but the viscosity obtained from Eq.~11! is constantly
higher than the experimental one, a result that is not poss
Then we have taken shear relaxation times proportiona
rotational times and tried several ratiostR /ts5l (l520,
10, 5, and 3!. At each temperature, fits of nearly equal qual
were obtained, whateverl, while the value ofG`

a was nearly
independent of the value of that parameter: this last resu
in line with our earlier remark that, asr;1, G`

a is basically
fixed by the position of the phonon peak in the 90° depol
ized spectra. The best agreement with direct experime
values of the shear viscosity was obtained for the ra
tR /ts;10. This ratio is constant over the whole temperatu
range, as seen in Fig. 5, which means that there is no im
tant decoupling between the two corresponding relaxa
times in this range. We shall assume that this result rem
valid in the pressure domain we shall explore in the follo
ing section, i.e., the value ofl is not depending on pressur
in the explored domain.

V. ANALYSIS AT HIGH PRESSURE

In this section, we shall first propose an approximation
the variation of thea relaxation time with temperature an
pressure, using several light scattering experiments
formed in OTP. Then these curves will be used in order
analyze the variation of the transverse Brillouin lines o
served at variable pressure and temperature. From this an
sis, one can extract the static shear viscosity. Comparing
experimental viscosities already published, we shall cons
the description of the temperature-pressure variation of
relaxation times and discuss the respective importance o
temperature and density contributions to the variation of
relaxation time.

A. Pressure and thermal dependence of thea relaxation time

Let us first consider in Fig. 8 the experimental data givi
the light scatteringa relaxation times@6# at ambient pres-
sure. These values result from the association of several
scattering techniques and cover a very large range of tim
Vogel-Fulcher approximation to these orientational rela
ation times is given in the same figure. This approximation
reasonable within a factor of 2 in the range 260–355 K
overestimates the relaxation time below 260 K and unde
timates it above 355 K@38#.

Several experiments have been performed on OTP at v
able temperature and pressure: Atake and Angell@9# showed
that the pressure variation of the glass transition temperat
dTg /dP50.26 K/MPa, is one of the largest observed in m
lecular liquids. Other experiments yield the variation of thea
relaxation times: dielectric absorption@11#, specific heat
spectroscopy@14#, and photon correlation spectroscopy@12#.
In the latter, the same orientational time as in Ref.@6# is
measured, but in a limited thermal range. In all these exp
ments, relaxation times ranging from 0.1 s down to ab
1025 s were measured. In the three papers, fits to the exp
mental data were proposed by means of an extension o
4-6
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Vogel-Fulcher law under the form

t5t0 expF B1aP

T2~T01bP!G . ~13!

Unfortunately, the values of the different parameters~b, a,
T0 , andt0) differ, as seen in Table I, and we have to dec
whether there exists a set of parameters which could be
in the analysis of our own data.

The values predicted by the interpolation formulas
Refs.@11#, @12#, @14# are shown in Fig. 8~a! together with the
complete series of relaxation times obtained at ambient p
sure@6#. Note that the three high-pressure experiments w
performed in a temperature range that only partly coinci
with the temperature range of Ref.@6#. Extrapolated to the
thermal range which we are interested in, none of the th
formulas agrees with the experimental data of Ref.@6#.
Therefore to evaluate the pressure variation of orientatio
relaxation in the range of interest, we have first revisited
extrapolation of the data. The method used here is the
lowing: b, the shift ofT0 with pressure, is taken from Re
@12#. As seen in Table I, this shift is also very close to t
value given in Ref. @11#. Then the ratio (B1aP)/(T0
1bP)5D was taken to be independent ofP, optimizing
simultaneously the thermal variation of the relaxation time
0.1 and 100 MPa given in Ref.@12#, thus allowing to fixB

FIG. 8. Rotational relaxation time. Experimental values fro
Ref. @12#, ~h! ambient pressure,~s! 100 MPa; experimental value
from Ref. @6#, ambient pressure,~j!; ~ ! Naoki approxima-
tion @11#; ~• • • •• • • •! Leyser approximation@14#; ~ ! Fy-
tas approximation@12#. Interpolation formula, Eq.~14!, with nu-
merical values of Table I: 0.1 MPa~ !; 100 MPa~ !.
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and a. To compensate for the pressure variation oft, the
parametert0(P) was here allowed to vary with pressure a
its value was approximated by a quadratic function of pr
sure. The final result is reported in Table I. Values oft ob-
tained from the interpolation formula are given in Fig. 8 f
0.1 and 100 MPa.

The stretching parameterb is supposed to vary with the
pressure. The approximation formula taken to describe
temperature-pressure variation ofb @11,6# is purely phenom-
enological:

b51.0920.6 exp@20.022~T2~25210.2P!# ~14!

with T in kelvin andP in megapascal.
Another temperature-independent valueb50.8 has also

been published@7#. In the range of interest, the consequenc
of this discrepancy on the results reported below
minimal.

B. Analysis of the transverse Brillouin lines

In the fit of the transverse Brillouin lines, the ratiotR /ts
is kept constant (tR /ts510). Examples of the experimenta
spectra and fits are given in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively
constant temperature and variable pressure and at con
pressure and variable temperature. In Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, the
pressure variation of the infinite frequency shear modulu
room temperature and variable pressure, and at variable
perature and variable pressure, are shown. Together with

FIG. 9. Temperature and pressure variations of the infinite
quency shear modulusG`

a : ~a! Pressure variation at 300 K.~b!
Temperature variation:~j! 0.1, ~d! 20, ~m! 40, ~.! 60, ~l! 80,
~b! 100 MPa; lines, interpolation formula, Eq.~15!.
TABLE I. Parameters of Eq.~14!. In Eq. ~14!, t0(P)5t01t1 P1t2 P2.

Ref.
T0

~K!
b

~K MPa21!
B

~K!
a

~K MPa21!
t0

~s!
t1

~s MPa21!
t2

~s MPa22!

@12# 219 0.2 921 0.56 1.5310212 0 0
@11# 170 0.19 3779 3.43 8.9310222 0 0
@14# 191 0.29 2500 0.3 8.9310219 0 0

This work 221 0.2 1027 0.932 3.25310214 3.17310216 4.21310218
4-7
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experimental points, a linear approximation of the tempe
ture and pressure variation of the shear modulus is
given:

G`~T,P!55.2473109153106P21.5053107T ~15!

with P in megapascal andT in kelvin.
From the values ofts , G` , and b, viscosities can be

computed. In Fig. 10, the values of the static shear visco
measured by Shug, King, and Bo¨hmer @15# are compared
with our analytical estimate for the viscosity. For the thr
temperatures and pressures up to 300 MPa, the agree
between our estimate and the experimental values is s
ingly good. Let us notice that this includes temperatu
pressure regions where no Brillouin measurements were
ried out. Although at higher temperatures also studied
Shug, King, and Bo¨hmer deviations are observed, our resu
validate the interpolation scheme proposed for the ro
tional relaxation time over a large range of pressure
temperature.

C. Density versus temperature contribution to the relaxation

Most results in the literature give the variation of the r
laxation time as a function of temperature and pressure
order to separate between the effects of density and the
perature effects, it is worthwhile@1# to express the relaxatio
times as a function of temperature and density. From
~14!, Table I of this work and Eq.~1!, Table I of Ref.@10#,
we have extracted@39# the variation of the relaxation time
versus temperatureT at constant density and versus densityr
at constant temperature in the region 250–340 K, 0.1–
MPa. The variations are shown in Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!. At
the lowest temperatures@Fig. 11~a!#, the variation of the re-
laxation time along the isotherms with the density is mu
steeper in the case of OTP than what has been previo
observed in glycerol@1#. Tölle et al. @13# deduced from an
MCT analysis of inelastic incoherent neutron scattering
periments at four temperatures and variable pressure u

FIG. 10. Static shear viscosityhS : comparison betweenhS

50.1tRbG`
a @tR , b, and G`

a obtained from Eqs.~14!–~16!# and
direct measurements@15#. ~j! 303, ~d! 323, ~m! 343 K; ~,! 363
K; ~L! 383 K.
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180 MPa that OTP behaves as a soft sphere system w
repulsive potential inr 212. Such an hypothesis leads@44# to
a description of the supercooled liquids in term of a sin
control parameterG5rT21/4. Our interpolation formula
with coefficients given in Table I agree with the To¨lle result:
we show that indeedt(r,T) can be plotted as a function o
this unique parameter,t(r,T)5t(G). This could be attrib-
uted to the fact that the intermolecular potential between
OTP molecules is mostly dominated by van der Waals in
actions. Under pressure, the part of the potential govern
the equilibrium properties is mainly the soft core part
r 212.

From the results reported above, we can also attemp
separate temperature and density effects along an isob
pertinent parameter allowing this discussion has been defi
by Ferreret al. @1#. Together with the usual coefficient o
isobaric expansivityaP , they define a coefficient of isoch
ronic expansivityat52(1/r)(]r/]T)t ~i.e., expansivity at

FIG. 11. ~a! Thermal variation of the rotational relaxation tim
at different densities: from bottom to top,r51.075, 1.085, 1.1,
1.115, 1.13, 1.15, and 1.17.~b! Density variation of the rotationa
relaxation time at different temperatures: from bottom to top,T
5260, 270, 280, 290, 300, 310, 320, 330, 340, 350, and 360 K~c!
Variation of the rotational relaxation timetR with rT21/4 plotted at
variable pressure for different temperatures. Lines are obta
from the interpolation formulas.
4-8
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constant relaxation timet!, and write the relaxation time as
function of these coefficients:

lnS t~Tg!

t~T! D
P5const

52E
~T!

~Tg!

dTS ] ln t

] ln r D
T

~2at1aP!.

~16!

In Fig. 12, the different contributions to the integrand a
shown. The first factor (] ln t/] ln r)T varies much more rap
idly than the two terms in the second one, so that Eq.~16!
can be approximated by

lnS t~Tg!

t~T! D'2~2at1aP!E
~T!

~Tg!

dTS ] ln t

] ln r D
T

, ~17!

where(2at1aP) is the mean value over the thermal rang
The ratiouatu/aP between both coefficients measures t

relative contributions of the change of temperature at c
stant density and the change of density at constant temp
ture to the change of the relaxation time. Whenuatu/aP
.1, temperature contributions are larger than density con
butions. In the case of glycerol@1#, this ratio was found to
vary from 17 to 24 for relaxation times varying from 1
1000 s and estimates of the ratio performed for several g
formers in the neighborhood ofTg gave similar results al-
though with smaller values.

After some algebra, the ratioat /aP can be expressed a

at

aP
512

S ]r

]PD
T
S ] ln t

]T D
P

S ]r

]TD
P
S ] ln t

]P D
T

, ~18!

so that it can be easily computed from Eq.~13!, Table I of
this work and Eq.~1!, Table I of Ref.@10#.

The thermal variation ofuat /aPu is shown in Fig. 12. We
see that down to 314 K, density contributions are domina

FIG. 12. Thermal variation of 103at , 103aP ,
1023(] ln t/] ln r)T , and of the ratiouat /aPu, at constant pressure
(P50.1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 MPa,P increas-
ing following the arrows!.
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In the range where the approximation to the functiont
5 f (T,P) appears reasonable, density effects still contrib
about 40% to the viscosity@46#.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, we have studied the transve
propagative Brillouin modes under variable temperature
pressure. From a first analysis of the transverse mode
ambient pressure, built on a singlea relaxation process for
the shear relaxation, we have extracted the shear relaxa
time and the infinite frequency shear modulus. The sh
relaxation times were found to be much smaller than
orientational ones and to be too small with respect to
value anticipated for shear viscosity measurements. The
that shear relaxation time is too small is presumably rela
to a higher-frequency relaxation part in the relaxation fun
tion. Adding a power law to represent it allows us to recov
the experimental shear viscosity provided that the shear
laxation time is approximately one-tenth of the rotation
one. Turning to experiments at higher pressure and kee
the same one-tenth ratio between the shear and the rotat
relaxation times, we found very good agreement with dir
viscosity measurements performed under pressure. This
lows us to validate the pressure-temperature dependenc
the rotational relaxation time that we have deduced from
comparison between different measurements of structura
laxation times at variable temperature and pressure. With
help of the known equation of state for OTP@10#, we find
that rotational relaxation times are only a function ofG
5rT21/4, a behavior which could be linked with the pur
Lennard-Jones characteristics of the intermolecular poten
of OTP. Extension to other glass-forming liquids is requir
in order to check the degree of generality of the pres
result. Following the method of Ferreret al., we have also
deduced from those results the temperature and density
tributions to the variation of the relaxation time along
isobar. We found that the temperature contribution is lar
than the density one at low temperature, while it is the c
trary at higher temperature. However, both contributions
always of the same order of magnitude in the whole range
temperature and pressure explored.
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APPENDIX

Equation~10! represents a form ofvhS(v) appropriate to
the range of frequency~'1–10 GHz! necessary to analyz
the 90° depolarized spectra. Nevertheless, Eq.~11! makes
use of thev→0 limit of hS(v) which diverges@see Eq.
~10!# because the coefficient characterizing the critical de
is smaller than unity.
4-9
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This result is simply a mathematical artifact linked to t
approximation used when writing Eq.~10!. The critical de-
cay is the first step of the fast relaxation process and is
resented in the time domain by a power law,t2a. This decay
takes place for times much shorter than thea relaxation time,
ts . Conversely, thea relaxation process is characterized by
stretched exponential decay, exp@2(t/ts)

b# with b,1. The
wrongv→0 limit of va21 is related to the too slow decay o
the t2a function for t>ts , which is an incorrect representa
tion of hS(t) for longer times. This can be remedie
by expressing @45# the critical decay as hS,crit(t)
't2a exp(2t/ts): hS,crit(t) has the correct analytical form i
the region wherehS(t) is the critical decay and decays
zero much faster than the stretched exponential when
latter dominates. The Laplace transform ofhS,crit(t) is easily
found @45# to be proportional to

i S v2
i

ts
D a21

~A1!

and one can check that this expression is consistent with
use of Eq.~10!. Indeed, the shortest values ofts used in the
present study are of the order of the nanosecond, so tha
productvBts ~wherevB is the peak of the phonon part of th
depolarized 90° spectrum! is always much larger than unity
This means that

vhS,crit~v!'vS v2
i

ts
D a21

'va ~A2!

in the region we used it. The correct expression forhS(v) to
be used in thev→0 limit is thus

hS~v!'
1

v
G`

aF12S 1

11 ivts
D bLG

1 i F S i

ts
1v D a21

gs1gsGa

. ~A3!
.

st

d

01120
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with a50.33. This yields

hS5bLG`
ats1ts

12ags cospa/21gs . ~A3a!

In our experiment, at 300 K and 0.1 MPa,gs'1022 P and
gsts

12a'1 P while hS'10 P. Neglectinggs and gs in Eq.
~11! is thus perfectly legitimate at 300 K; furthermore, th
ratio gsts

12a/hS}ts
2a will decrease with decreasin

temperature.
Let us now turn to thev→` limit, i.e., to the contribution

of the fast relaxation processes to the sound velocity w
the transverse modes become propagative. In the vicinit
the Brillouin peak, the frequency dependence of the ima
nary part ofvhS(v) may be written as

vA[v@avB
a21gs1gs#. ~A4!

This means that, in the vicinity of the Brillouin peak, th
denominator of the second term of Eq.~6! may be written as

S v2 i
q2A

2rm
D 2

2
q2

rm
S G`

a2
q2A2

4rm
D . ~A5!

In our depolarized 90° experiments, the Brillouin peak
located in the vicinity of 4 GHz. AvB

a21gs'331026 P is
much smaller thangs andq2A2/4rm'1.23105 Pa, which is
negligible with respect toG`

a.53108 Pa. Thus thev→`
limit of vhS(v) can be safely taken asG`

a , as implied in
Eq. ~12!.
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